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Solid state 31P/27Al and 31P/23Na MAS NMR dipolar dephasing experiments have been

used to investigate the spatial distribution of aluminum and sodium cations with respect

to the phosphate backbone for a series of sodium aluminophosphate glasses, XA12030

50Na20*(50-x)P205 (O< x < 17.5). From the 31P/27Al and 31P/23Na connectivity data

gathered, information about the medium range order in these glasses is obtained. The

expanded connectivity data allows for better identification and interpretation of the new

resonances observed in the 31P MAS NMR spectra with the addition of alumina. The

results of the dipolar dephasing experiments show that the sodium-phosphate distribution

remains relatively unchanged for the glass series, and that the addition of aluminum

occurs primarily through the depolymerization of the phosphate tetrahedral backbone.
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Introduction

The continued development of phosphate glasses for a variety of technologically

important applications including glass-to-metal sealsl >2and laser hosts3>4 can be

impeded by the low durability often associated with these materials. The addition of

alumina to simple phosphate glasses, however, has been shown to have a dramatic impact

on their dissolution durability. For example, more than a five-order reduction in the

dissolution rate has been observed with a 15 molar percent (mole%) addition of A1203 to

a sodium phosphate glass.5 Thus, an understanding of the basic structural changes that

occur with the addition of alumina is important for the rational design of new glasses for

specific applications.

In its crystalline form, P205 has a polymerized structure consisting of phosphorus

tetrahedral with three bridging oxygen bonds (BO) and one terminal non-bridging oxygen

bond (NBO).6>7 Depolymerization of a glass network occurs when alkali-metal or

alkaline-earth oxides (such as Na20, Li20, CaO) are added to the glass melt.6>8 For

example, when Na20 is added depolymerization results in the replacement of P-O-P

linkages with the much weaker P-O-Na bonds.599 Addition of aluminum oxide, A1203,

to the melt also affects the glass network, but changes in the physical properties often

imply that the structural polymerization has increased rather than decreased.5>1 O

Magic-angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy

has proven to be a valuable technique for probing the structural changes occurring in the

evolution of binary or ternary phosphate glass systems. 11’1~ Using one-dimensional

(lD) MAS NMR differing local chemical environments for phosphorus and the modifier

cations can often be discriminated and quantified. This short-range structural information
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allows for a better understanding of the physical properties of the glass, but gives little or

no information about their structural connectivity or medium range order (MRO).

Structural variations in the MRO may also play a significant role in controlling the

physical properties of a glass.

NMR techniques that utilize through-space dipole-dipole coupling between nuclei

allow such spatial connectivity to be established. The two-dimensional radio-frequency

dipolar recoupling (2D RFDR) experiment is one method for reintroducing magnetization

exchange between homonuclear dipolar coupled spins, and has been used to probe the

MRO between phosphorous nuclei.14-17 Homonuclear multiple-quantum (MQ)

experiments, which are more resolved than the RFDR spectr~ have also been used to

study the MRO in crystalline and glassy phosphate systems.7> 17-21 While the 31P-31P

homonuclear magnetization exch~ge techniques provide information about the structural

backbone of the phosphate systems, they do not yield any information about the

connectivity of phosphorus and the other network constituents, e.g., 23Na or 27A1to 3lP.

Such heteronuclear dipolar analysis is often complicated by the fact that the other

constituents are quadrupolar nuclei (I> ‘%),and the spin dynamics and magnitude of the

quadrupolar interaction often requires that unique NMR techniques be used.

Recently, several MAS-based NMR techniques have been developed that utilize

the heteronuclear dipolar coupling between quadrupoku and spin-1/2 nuclei to ascertain

connectivity and spatial interaction information. These include Cross Polarization (CP)

invoIving quadrupolar nuclei,22-24 Rotational Echo DOuble Resonance (REDOR),25-27

Transferred Echo DOuble Resonance (TEDOR),27Y28 Dipolar Dephasing and TRAsfer

of Populations DOuble Resonance (TRAPDOR),29-32 Rotational Echo Adiabatic
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Passage DOuble Resonance (REAPDOR)33 and Dipolar Exchange Assisted Recoupling

(DEAR) experiments.34 Many of these techniques have thus been employed and

combined to acquire structural information in mixed quadrupolar, spin-1/2 nuclei systems

including glasses, 17)35-42 zeolites27>31 )32>43>44and aluminophosphates.45-5 1

In this investigation we report the 31P/27Al and 31P/23Na NMR dipolar dephasing

results for the sodium aluminophosphate glass series, xA1203*50Na20*(50-x)P205 (O < x

< 17.5). Previously, Brow and Kkkpatrickg reported the 1D 31P and 27A1MAS NMR

results for the glass series xA1203*50Na20*( 50-x)P205 (O< xs 20). Recently, Egan et al.

also analyzed three glasses within this series, x = 7.5, 10 and 12.5 mole% alumina, using

a 2D heteronuclear CP correlation experiment to observe changes in 31P/27Al connectivity

as the glass transforms from a metaphosphate to pyrophosphate composition.4 1 In these

investigations only a single isotropic resonance in the 1D 31P MAS spectra was

delineated even though asymmetric resonances and shoulder feature were clearly

observed. Subsequent NMR experiments within our laboratory have revealed that there

are actually several new resolvable resonances that appear with the addition of alumina.

The results of the combined 31P/27Al and 31P/23Na dipolar dephasing experiments

described here allow the assignment of these new 31PNMR resonances, along with a

discussion of the role of sodium and alumina in the MRO development for these glasses.

Experimental Procedures

Sample Preparation. Eight sodium ah.uninophosphate (NAP) glasses were prepared

using a metaphosphate base glass (NaP03), cc&03(99.99°/0) mid sodium carbonate

(Na2C03)(assay 99.6%).5 The metaphosphate base glass was prepared using technical
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grade crystalline sodium hexametaphosphate (NaPO~)G, melted in a platinum crucible at

900”C for one hour. 02 was bubbled in the melt (through a Si02 tube) for half the time,

and above the melt for the rest of the time. Quenching between two stainless steel plates

produced thin pieces of glass which were then ground up with a steel mortar/pestle and

put through a 1.18mm sieve. All eight compositions were prepared with the same raw

materials, melted in platinum crucibles, quenched in heated stainless steel molds,

annealed for one hour at -30-40° above T~, slow-furnace cooled to room temperature,

and stored in a dessicator. Glass compositions vary with 2.5 moleO/Oincreases in CXA1203.

Individual glasses will be identified by their batch composition. For example, the label

(50-5-45) for a NAP glass refers to the composition (in mole%) 50Na20.5A120~”45P20~.

A Differential Scanning Calorimeter was used to measure the onset of glass transition

(TJ and glass crystallization (TX)for each glass in the series.

NMR Experiments. All NMR spectra were collected on a Bruker AMX400

spectrometer modified to include a third, linearly amplified, radio frequency channel.

The lD MAS NMR spectra of 27A1and 31Pnuclei were collected using a 4 mm MAS

broadband triple resonance probe and a spinning speed of 10 kHz. Spectra of aluminum

were acquired at 104,271 MHz using a 4 ps n/2 pulse, 4096 signal averages, and a 0.5

second recycle delay. Spectra of phosphorus were acquired at 161.987 MHz using a 14.7

ps 7c/2pulse, 32 to 512 signal averages, and a recycle delay of 120 seconds. As the

samples studied are anhydrous, no lH decoupling was applied. The “Al and 31PNMR

shifts are reported using the /5scale, with positive values being downfield, and are

referenced to I M A1(OHZ)& (6 = 0.0 ppm) and (NHl)HzpOl (ti = 0.8 ppm with respect to

85?40H3P04), respectively.
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Dipolar-dephasing difference experiments (see Figure 1) were used to measure the

heteronuclear dipolar interactions between the I (31P) and S spins (27A1or 23Na) within

the glass. This information was acquired by measuring the difference of the spin echo of

the I nuclei obtained with and without irradiation of the S nuclei during part of the pulse

sequence.29~30>32 The continuous irradiation of the S nuclei during n rotor periods

modifies the Zeeman population levels of the S spin, which in turn affects the

magnetization of the 31Pnuclei dipolar coupled to it. This interference thus alters the

refocusing of the 31P spin echo in the pulse sequence. The dephasing difference

spectrum, AS, was obtained by subtracting the Fourier transformed spectra of the two

experiments with and without decoupling. The dipolar dephasing experiments were

performed using a 4 mm MAS broadband triple resonance probe with sample rotation of

10 kHz. A 162+ 10 MHz bandpass filter utilized on the 31Pchannel, and a 102 ~ 10

MHz bandpass filter on the 23Na (or 27A1)channel. NMR resonance frequencies were

161.987 MHz for 31P, 104.271 MHz for 27A1and 105.849 MHz for 23Na. The 31P7r/2

pulse was 17.5 us, corresponding to a rf field strength of 14.3 kHz, and was applied with

minimal offset. To minimize variations in experimental conditions, and eliminate

spectrometer artifacts, the 27A1or 23Na decoupling pulse on the S nuclei was triggered in

both experiments with minimal offset,32 from very high (120dB) attenuation for no S

decoupling, to low(12dB) for maximum S decoupling. As the 31Pn/2 and n puIses were

synchronized with the rotor period, the length of the decoupling pulse varied from 4 to

100 rotor cycles (0.4 to 10 ins). At higher rf amplitudes (lower attenuation values) the

effects of the dephasing difference spectrum are maximized. Finally, as the difference

between the resonance frequencies of 27A1and 23Na is rather small (1.6 MHz for our
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magnet) the possibility of the irradiation of 27A1affecting 23Na, or vice versa, was

investigated. A trial 31P/27Al dipolar dephasing experiment performed on the 50-0-50

glass, which contains no aluminum, and involving irradiation of 27A1during 30 rotor

cycles, yielded a null difference, AS, spectrum as expected. Similarly, a trial 31P/23Na

dipolar dephasing experiment performed on AIPOq, which contains no sodium, showed

no dephasing difference effect, either. These null experiments clearly demonstrate that

the observed dephasing effects are not due to low frequency isolation between the sodium

and aluminum channels of the probe, but result directly fi-om heteronuclear dipolar

interactions.

Results

All eight sodium aluminophosphate glasses were examined by a variety of NMR

techniques. One-dimensional 31P and 27A1MAS NMR allow observation of the

systematic changes occurring in the structure of the glass with increasing mole%

alumina. Information about the proximity of phosphorus and aluminum, or phosphorus

and sodium, was obtained using 3lP/27Al and 3lP/23Na dipolar dephasing experiments,

respectively. We will designate the aluminophosphate structures using a Q“(mAl)

notation, where n is the number of P next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) per P tetrahedron and

m is the number of Al NNN per P. Thus, the crystalline compound A1(P03)3 is described

by a Q2(2A1) phosphate structure,52 AIPOQ has a Q0(4Al) structure,53 and KAlP207 has

a Q](3A1) structure .54 Note that this notation makes no distinction as to the coordination

number of aluminum; as we are not able to distinguish the aluminum coordination
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number in our dipolar dephasing experiments, we will use this notation for all subsequent

discussion.

31P MAS NMR. The 31PMAS NMR spectra of the NAP glasses are shown in Figure

2, with the evolution of the glass system as the mole% aIumina increases being readily

seen. Due to site overlap and inhomogeneous broadening, deconvolution of the spectrum

into individual sites is difficult. However, using the procedures of Herzfeld and Berger,55

attempts were made to deconvolute the entire MAS NMR sideband manifold of each

spectrum and best ‘fit’ them to unique phosphorus environments. Changes in the31P

isotropic chemical shift values can be understood from the known relationships between

the NNN bonding environments of P and comparison to the 31P chemical shifts of model

phosphate and alurninophosphate structures.9 The 31P isotropic chemical shift value for

each site and its fractional population as a function of the moleO/Oalumina are listed in

Table 1. The general trend for the weighted-average of the 31P chemical shift values

reported here are consistent with those reported by Brow et al.9

The 31PNMR spectrum of the sodium metaphosphate base glass, 50-0-50, displays the

presence of Q2(0Al) (two bridging POP bonds per P) and Q~(OAl) (one bridging POP

bond per P) phosphorus tetrahedral environments (see Figure 2). Two structural designs

consistent with such a spectrum are of a linear chain of Q2(0Al) species terminated by

Q~(OAl) end groups, or of cyclic structures of Q2(0Al) species existing concomitantly

with a concentration of Q](OAl) diphosphate species. A radio-frequency dipolar

recoupling experiment (RFDR) performed on this sample (Figure not shown) supports

the first scenario, as prominent cross peaks existing within the spectrum indicate strong

dipolar coupling between the Q2(0Al) and Q~(OAl) species; this is consistent with similar
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RFDR investigations of lithium-phosphate glasses. 16 Such dipolar coupling would not

exist if the species were isolated from one another, as would be the case in the second

structural scenario. 19 The existence of a significant Q](OAl) fraction within the 50-0-50

spectrum indicates that the composition of our sodium metaphosphate base glass is

modifier-rich, Na/P >1. Using equations developed by Van Wazer,6> 12 the nominal

molar composition of our base glass is calculated at 52.4 -O-47.6 rather than the assumed

50-0-50. The loss of P205 occurs during the glass preparation process when high melting

temperatures are used.5~56 This base glass was used in the preparation of all the

remaining compositions.

Addition of (xA1203to the NaP03 base glass results in the formation of two new

phosphorus environments, a prominent one with a 31P chemical shift at - –7 ppm and a

smaller resonance at - –14 ppm. The creation of these environments reduces the

fractional population of Q2(OA1)tetrahedral species, but diminishes the Q~(OAl) species

only negligibly until the mole% alumina is 2 10 (see Figure 2 and Table 1). For

example, the 31P spectrum of the 50-2 .5-47.5 glass has a new isotropic phosphorus

resonance at –7. 1 ppm, while the Q2(OA1)resonance has shifted downfield by -0.6 ppm

and left the chemical shift and concentration of the Q~(OAl) resonance nearly unchanged.

The new phosphorus resonance is attributed to the replacement of Q2(OAI) POP linkages

with Q](mAl) m = 1,2 POA1 linkages.9~57 As the moleO/i alumina increases, so too does

the extent of the conversion of Q2(OA1)species into Q](n-zAl) species. For example, in the

50-7.5 -42.5 glass the Q2(OA1)species are no longer resolved; rather, both the Q2(OA1)and

the Q](OAl) resonance, to a lesser extent, exist as shoulder features on the upfield and

downfield sides of the QZ(mAl) peak(s), respectively. The conversion of the Q2(OA1)
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species to Q’(wAl) m = 1,2 species continues through 10 moleO/Oalumina, at which time

their conversion appears complete. The 31P spectrum of the 50-10-40 glass consists of a

broad asymmetric, upfield tailing Q](mAl) resonance, and a smaller downfield resonance.

The downfield shoulder is due to a remaining fraction of Q~(OAl) end species. Additional

aluminum further depolymerizes the glass, reduces the shielding on the phosphorus sites,

and results in the formation of ahunino-orthophosphate, QO(mAl), species. In the 50-12.5-

37.5 glass, Q](OAl) is no longer the dominant resonance downfield; rather, the fully

depolymerized alurnino-orthophosphate species, Q0(2Al) resonance at –2.8 ppm and

QO(lAl) specie at 6.3 ppm are now present.9>58 In the 50-15-35 and 50-17 .5-32.5 glasses

all of the Q](lAl) species, and a majority of the Q](mAl) species, have undergone full

depolymerization (see Table 1) forming QO(mAl) species. Changes in the phosphorus

spectra coincide with those occurring in the 27AIMAS NMR spectra, and will be

discussed, below.

27A1MAS NMR. The results of the one-dimensional 27A1MAS NMR experiments of

the NAP glasses are shown in Figures 3,4 and Table 2. All the NAP glasses have some

fraction of four-coordinated, Al(4), five-coordinated Al(5) and six-coordinated Al(6)

aluminum. The value of the chemical shift and relative peak area of each environment for

all the NAP glasses studied are given in Table 2, and are consistent with those of Brow et

al.9 Note that the values listed in Table 2 do not take into account the quadrupolar effects

of the aluminum nuclei. These effects will shift a resonance from its true isotropic value

and may result in a loss of signal intensity, introducing a small error in the measured

coordination percentages. However, as the most important parameter for this study is
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variation in the coordination of Al as the mole% alumina changes, the error introduced by

the quadrupolar effects are small.

The dominant aluminum coordination is Al(6) at x <7.5 mole% CXA1203(see Figure

3). For the 50-2.5 -47.5 glass the ratio of aluminum environments is ca. 86% Al(6), 10%

Al(5) and 4% Al(4). At higher mole% (xA1203,the prefemed coordination changes

dramatically from octahedral to tetrahedral (see Figures 3 and 4). The 50-15-35 glass has

nearly 75% of the aluminum in Al(4) environments and only 9°/0in Al(6) environments.

The amount of five-coordinated aluminum, Al(5), also increases as ctA1203 is added, but

levels off at approximately 20% at x 210 mole’% ~A1203.

31P/27Al Dipolar Dephasing NMR. The 31P/27Al dipolar dephasing NMR spectra of

the 50-2.5 -47.5 NAP glass are shown on the left-hand side of Figure 5. The 3]P reference

spectrum, which is analogous to a Hahn echo experiment with z = 5 ms, is shown at top.

The middle spectrum displays the results of the experiment with -50 ISHZirradiation

applied to the 27AI nuclei throughout the dephasing time (~). Subtraction of the middle

spectrum from the reference spectrum yields the so-called dipolar dephasing difference,

or TRAPDOR difference (AS) spectrum shown at bottom. Clearly the aluminum

incorporated to form the 50-2.5 -47.5 glass shows preferential coordination to the new31P

resonance at 6 = –7. 1 ppm. This can be assigned to either a Q](lAl) or QZ(2A1)

phosphorus environment.9~ 12Y57~58The effects of the dipolar dephasing experiment also

impacts the Q2(OA1)or upfield phosphorus, but has no effect on the Q’(OAl) phosphorus.

This is supported by the 31PMAS NMR results as well, which show the chemical shift of

the Q2(OA1) species changing as the mole% alumina increases, while the chemical shift

of the Q](OAl) specie stays relatively constant (see Table 1). The 3lP/27Al dipolar
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dephasing experiment of the 50-10-40 glass is shown in the middle column of Figure 5,

the arrangement of the spectra being analogous to those of the 50-2.5 -47.5 glass. Once

again, the aluminum species in this glass shows strong dipolar coupling with the QZ(rnAl)

species but no coupling with the Q~(OAl) species. Finally, the 3lP/27Al dipolar dephasing

NMR experiment for the 50-15-35 glass is shown in Figure 5 to the right. No longer are

the effects of irradiating the 27AInuclei during the dephasing time ~ specific to a few

phosphorus environments; rather, all the phosphorus environments in this glass are

affected, with a slight preference to the upfield resonances.

31P/23Na Dipolar Dephasing NMR. Results of the dipolar dephasing experiments

with ~ = 3 ms for the 50-2.5-47.5, 50-10-40, and 50-15-35 glasses are shown in Figure 6.

In these experiments, all of the 31P environments are affected by the 23Na irradiation. As

the mole% sodium is constant (50Yo) throughout this entire glass series, few, if any,

structural bonding scenarios of phosphorus without coordination to sodium are expected.

In the 50-2.5 -47.5 glass (shown to the left in Figure 6), the Q~(mAl) phosphorus (–7. 1

ppm) and the Q](OAl) phosphorus (+1.7 ppm) environments are proportionately reduced

in the dipolar dephasing experiment while the Q2(OA1)phosphorus specie (–1 8.7 ppm)

displays a less pronounced effect. This implies that the dipolar coupling between 23Na

and 31Pis greater for the Q~(nzAl) and Q](OAl) environments than in the Q2(OA1)

environments, i.e., that the 23Na to 31Pbond distance is shorter or that the number of 23Na

affecting the 31P environment is greater, For the 50-10-40 and 50-15-35 glasses all of the

phosphorus environments appear proportionally affected.

3lP/23Na dipolar dephasing NMR experiments with irradiation times ranging from 0.4

to 10 ms were performed on all of the NAP glasses studied and are shown in Figure 7. In
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addition, to address the possible impact of ionic motion, and perhaps better resolve the

various 31P environments dipolar coupled to 23Na, 3‘P/23Na dipolar dephasing

experiments were also performed at a lower temperature, 200K. The difference spectra,

AS, generated at 200K, however, are indistinguishable versus those at ambient

temperature, which implies that ionic motion has minimal impact at 200K. Our results are

presented here using the experiments performed at ambient temperature.

Discussion

Utilizing these NMR results, a better understanding regarding the MRO and structural

evolution occurring in the near-metaphosphate base glass as a function of aluminum

incorporation can be detailed. The structure of the sodium metaphosphate glass (50-0-50)

consist of chains of Q2(OAI) phosphate tetrahedral having moderate length terminated by

Q~(OAl) endspecies.6>8>19 While the RFDR experiment performed on this sample does

not definitively rule out the concomitant existence of Q2(OAI) phosphate ring structures

and Q~(OAl) diphosphate regions, it does clearly define the Q2(OA1)and Q](OAl) chain

motif as the prefemed structure.

Incorporating aluminum into the sodium near-metaphosphate glass results in

depolymerization of the Q2(OA1)chain structure. The predicted pathways for aluminum

integration are primarily two-fold: (1) either the aluminum replaces a sodium atom on

one of the non-bridging oxygens (NBO) associated with a Q2(OAI) or Q](OAl) tetrahedral;

or (2) the aluminum incorporates into the glass structure by breaking a P-O-P bond and

forming a bridging P-O-Al bond, with the Q2(OAI) tetrahedral species becoming a

Q~(lAl) tetrahedral. Aluminum integration via the first pathway is expected to increase
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the shielding on the phosphorus nucleus thereby making the 3]P chemical shift more

negative,58 This trend is not observed in the 31PNMR spectra following the addition of

alumina (see Figure 2). Formation of P-O-Al bonds via the second pathway is predicted

to decrease the shielding on the phosphorus nucleus thereby making the chemical shift

more positive. The 1D 3lP, and the 3lP/27Al and 3]P/23Na dipolar dephasing NMR results

support this as the dominant depolymerization pathway. In the 50-0-50 base glass 90°/0

of the phosphorus tetrahedral reside in a Q2(OA1)environment (see Table 1). After

addition of 2.5 moleO/Oalumina the percentage of Q2(OA1)sites is reduced to 69°/0, the

amount of Q’(mAl) environments created are 210/0,and the percentage of phosphorus in

Q’(OAl) tetrahedral remains unchanged at 10%. The conversion of Q2(OA1)to Q’(mAl)

appears to be the dominant structural rearrangement pathway for glass compositions

through 50-7.5-42.5, (i.e., PQ2(OAI)+ PQ](~Al)= 90?40,see Table 1). In fact, PQ2(OAI)+

PQz(~A1)s90% through the 50-12 .5-37.5 composition, implying that the depolymerization

process involves primarily the formation of Q~(nzAl) species between 7.5 and 12.5

moleO/Oalumina, and that the Q](OAl) species are not largely affected by the addition of

Al (PQ~(OAl)x 10%). This conclusion is supported by the 31PNMR resonances between O

and –14 ppm that continue to show dipolar coupling to aluminum in the 3lP/27Al dipolar

dephasing experiments, while the Q](OAl) sites are nullified in the AS spectra (see Figure

5).

The assignment of these new31P NMR resonances has remained controversial.

9>41>57-59. Dollase et al. investigation of orientationally disordered crystals (ODC) in the

series Na3.3XAlXP04reported that a 3*PNMR resonance between –3.5 ppm and –5 ppm is

assigned to a Q](2AI) phosphate tetrahedral species.58 Brow et al. thus suggested that the
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resonance forming between –8 and–11 ppm in an analogous amorphous

.

aluminophosphate system might be attributed to Q~(2Al) environments.57 One scenario

they proposed was that two –OTJa+ species are replaced by two –OA1(6) species on a

QZ(OA1)tetrahedron thereby causing the displacement of the chemical shift to more

negative values relative to the - +2 ppm for P(OP)(O_Na+)q. The 3lP/27Al and 31P/23Na

dipolar dephasing results presented in this manuscript, however, show that the initial

aluminum incorporates not by replacing –OWa+ bonds, but, rather, by replacing P-O-P

bonds with P-O-Al bonds. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experiment

showing decisively that the added aluminum incorporates preferentially within the

Q2(OA1)chain rather than to terminal Q~(OAl) species. As it seems unlikely that the

dominant depolymerization pathway would be directly from Q2(OA1)to QZ(2A1) at only

2.5 mole% alumina, we attribute the new phosphorus resonance at –7. 1 ppm to the

formation of Q[(IA1) species. These species show strong dipolar coupling with the added

aluminum, and the upfield tailing of this resonance implies that either a small amount of

another QJ(mAl) species exists, or that the Q2(OA1)specie is also dipolar coupled to the

aluminum (see Figure 5). Interestingly, the Q](OAl) species are completely eliminated in

the difference spectrum of the 50-2.5 -47.5 glass, implying that they have no dipolar

coupling with the added aluminum. The lack of QO(mAl) formation at low Al

concentrations also demonstrates that cleavage of the Q’(OAl) end groups does not occur.

The 50-2.5 -47.5 glass has an O/P ratio close to 3.1, and its 27A1MAS NMR spectrum

shows 86°/0 of the aluminum as having octahedral coordination (see Table 2). Thus, the

proposal of the31P resonance at –7. 1 ppm to a Q](lAl) environment leaves a local charge

balancing question. Namely, if the attached aluminum in an Q](lAl) environment is
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Al(6) then one of the terminal oxygens will be underbonded and require coordinating to

multiple sodium ions in order to obtain charge neutrality. Even though a significant

fraction of Al(5) and Al(4) are present in all compositions to assist in charge balancing,

previous work on similar glass systems have often submitted that the resonance between

-6 and -11 ppm is due to Q~(2Al) species, which are charge neutral when all of the NNN

aluminum nuclei are Al(6).9Y41>57Recent work by Belk4bir et al., however, proposes

that a disproportionation of diphosphate species into triphosphate and monophosphate

ions crosslinked by aluminum atoms whose average coordination increases accounts for

the 31P resonance near –7 ppm.59 As their solution31P NMR results reveal a large

proportion of diphosphate still present in the glass with O/P ratio 3.5 (50-10-40), it did

not seem reasonable to assign the resonance at - –7 ppm to QO(mAl) or Q2(OA1)species.

Thus, in the deconvolution of their solid-state 31PNMR spectra they propose that the

resonances at -6.8 ppm and - –16 ppm belong to P(OP)(OAl)(ONaY)z, Q~(lAl), and

P(OP)(OAl)z(ONaY) species, QZ(2A1), respectively. Here the value of ‘y’ is not obvious

to specify as the coordination of the oxygen does not remain equal to two.59 The

presence of multiple cationic environments, in conjunction with the existence of Al(4)

and Al(5) enviromnents, helps address the charge balancing question and give credibility

to assigning the31P resonance at –7. 1 ppm to a Q~(lAl) specie.

With the addition of 10 mole% alumina, the Q~(lAl) environment dominates the

phosphorus spectrum and the preferred coordination of aluminum is changing from Al(6)

to AI(4), with -20Y0 remaining as Al(5). This change in coordination coincides with the

increase in the O/l? ratio of the glass. When O/P = 3.0 (50-0-50 glass) the preferred

phosphate structure is the metaphosphate Q2 chain. When O/P = 3.5 (50-1 0-40) the
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preferred structure is expected to be pyrophosphate.5 While a crystalline Q](3A1)

structure can support three Al(6) environments and remain charge balanced,54 if the O/P

ratio becomes >3.5, the aluminum must take on a lower coordination state to keep the

system charge neutral.9 Deconvolution of the 50-10-40 31P MAS spectrum yields

chemical shift values of –1 2.0, –5.4 and +1.6 ppm (see TabIe 1). The change in the

chemical shift values for the Q~(2Al) and Q~(lAl) species are +1.6 and +1.7 ppm,

respectively, versus the 50-2.5 -47.5 glass, while the change to the Q~(OAl) specie is

negligible. The 31P/27Al dipolar dephasing experiment, Figure 5, singles out only the –

12.0 and –5.4 ppm environments as being dipolar coupled to aluminum. Once again, the

Q~(OAl) specie is absent from the difference spectrum, AS. Knowing that additional

NNN aluminum atoms will make a Q~(lAl) phosphorus more negative,58 one plausible

depolymerization scenario occurring at the pyrophosphate transition point (0/P=3 .5) is

that a portion of the Q~(lAl) species are modified to Q](2A1) species while the remaining

Q2(OA1)species are depolymerized to Q~(lAl) species. Both Belkc$bir et al.59 and Egan et

al.41 also note the existence of Q](ZAl) species for O/P ratio -3.5. Egan et al., however,

who acquired some of their data using cross-polarization from 27A1to 31P, attribute the

31PNMR resonance they see

ppm to a Q~(2Al) species. A

at - –11 ppm to a Q0(3Al) species and the resonance at --6

Q0(3Al) species is made charge neutral with one Al(6) and

two Al(4) NNN, while a Q’(2A1) species is made charge neutral with two Al(6) NNN.9

In the 2D CPMAS correlation spectrum of Egan et al.41 both sites show coordination to

the Al(4) and Al(6) aluminum nuclei, but only the Q](2A1) species shows coordination to

Al(5) aluminum. Being able to assign a phosphorus resonance to a specific coordinated

aluminum nuclei is a very nice feature of this technique. As stated above though, we
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assign the 31P resonance at–12 ppm in otir spectrum to a Q] (2A1) species. At or below

an O/P ratio of 3.5, the depolymerization of phosphorus into an alumino-orthophosphate

species, e.g., Q0(3Al), does not appear to be a prominent reaction. Actually, the ODC

investigation done by Dollase et al. found phosphorus nuclei in Q0(3Al) environments to

be more sklelded and to resonate at --15 ppm.58

At 15 mole% alumina the depolymerization of Q2 tetrahedral appears complete. We

attribute the phosphorus resonances observed at –9.5 ppm (24?40),-2.7 ppm (62Yo) and

+6.3 ppm (14YO)to Q](2AI), Q0(2A1pandQ0(lAl)58 environments, respectively. As all

these environments have aluminum as NNN, the 3lP/27Al dephasing difference spectrum

displays the expected dipolar coupling between 27AIand 31P in all of them (see Figure 5).

Interestingly, our 31P/27Al dipolar dephasing results have shown throughout that all of the

new 31P resonances formed during the incorporation of alumina are dipolar coupled

aluminum.

Figure 6 shows the 31P/23Na dipolar dephasing results of the same NAP glasses

to

displayed in Figure 5. As the mole% sodium remains fixed at 50 throughout our entire

glass series, it is not too surprising that all of the phosphorus environments show dipolar

coupling to sodium. More importantly though, the dipolar dephasing difference as a

finction of decoupling pulse duration (see Figure 7) clearly shows that the 23Na-3’P

dipolar coupling environment is not changed with increasing alumina incorporation. This

supports our conclusions based on the previously discussed 3*P/27Aldipolar dephasing

results that at lower ~A1203 concentrations the aluminum incorporates by replacing P-O-

P bonds with P-O-Al bonds not by replacing –O_Na+ bonds. This invariant sodium-

phosphorus environment implies that large structural changes in the Na-P bonding does
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not occur for this glass series, and that any observed changes in the physical properties of

the glass must be a result of changes in the Al-P and P-O bonding environments.

Conclusions

Based on the multi-nuclear NMR experimental results, we propose a depolymerization

and structural modification pathway for the ~A1203* 50Na20*(50-x)P205 (O < x < 17.5)

glass system studied using Q2(OA1)-+ Q](lAl) + Q~(2Al) -+ Q0(2Al) and Q~(OAl) +

QO(lAl) reaction sequences. When the mole% alumina is lower than 10 (0/P ratio< 3.5)

the preferred structure of the glass are modified metaphosphate Q2(OA1)chains.5 Adding

alumina depolymerizes the glass structure by breaking P-O-P bonds and forming P-O-Al

bonds, e.g., Q2(OA1)+ Q](lAl). The Q](OAl) environments are not affected by the

added alumina until after the 0/? ratio is greater than 3.5.

For O/P ratios greater than 3.5 (mole% Al> 10) the preferred coordination of

aluminum is tetrahedral, Al(4). Concomitantly, no longer does the phosphorus reside in a

Q2(OA1) structure. Rather, all of the Q2(OA1)sites have been converted into Q](lAl)

species, which are then further depolymerized into Q](2A1) species. Beyond 10 moleO/O

alumina, the depolymerization of the Q2 chain appears complete, with Q0(2Al) being the

dominant phosphorus environment. Finally, when the mole% alumina is greater than

12.5, depolymerization occurs to the Q](OAl) tetrahedral species as well, with Q’(OAl)

becoming QO(lAl).

The NMR results demonstrate that by combining 3‘P/27Al and 31P/23Na dipolar

dephasing experiments with classical lD 31P and 27A1MAS NMR experiments, detailed

structural information about a glass system can be obtained, including the relative
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distribution of modifying cations with respect to the phosphate backbone. Such structural

information also provides insight for analyzing many of the glass dissolution mechanisms

that are presently being investigated in our laboratory.
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Figure Captions

Figurel. The dipolar dephasing pulse sequence is applied under MAS conditions with

rotational period, ~~. It consists of two parts: (a) a spin echo acquired without S spin

decoupling (due to high attenuation on the S channel amplifier), and (b) repeating the

spin echo experiment with application of a 50 kHz rf decoupling pulse to the S nuclei.

Figure 2. 31P MAS NMR spectra of NAP glasses with molar percent composition

50Na20.xA1203”(50 -x)P20~.

Figure 3. 27A1MAS NMR spectra of NAP glasses with molar percent composition

50Na20.xA1203”(50 -x)P205.

Figure 4. Percent of aluminum existing in each coordination state (RA) as a function of

the moleOAaluminum in the NAP glass series.

Figure 5. 31P/27Al dipolar dephasing results of the 50-2.5 -47.5 (left), 50-10-40 (middle)

and 50-15-35 (right) NAP glasses. The top spectra are acquired without irradiation of the

27AI nuclei. The spectra in the center were acquired with 50kHz irradiation applied to the

27A1nuclei. The bottom spectra show the dipolar dephasing difference for ~ = 5 ms, AS,

resulting from each experiment.
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Figure Captions

Figure 6. 3’P/23Na dipolar dephasing results of the 50-2.5 -47.5 (left), 50-10-40 (middle)

and 50-15-35 (right) NAP glasses. The top spectra are acquired without irradiation of the

23Na nuclei. The spectra in the center were acquired with 50kHz irradiation applied to the

23Na nuclei. The bottom spectra show the dipolar dephasing difference ~ = 5ms, AS,

resulting from each experiment.

Figure 7. The 3lP/23Na dipolar dephasing difference amplitudes versus decoupling pulse

duration,~. The relatively constant slope for the entire NAP glass series implies that the

addition of 27A1does not result in the extensive replacement of 23Na by 27AI,but, rather,

by the replacement of P-O-P bounds with P-O-Al bounds.
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Table Captions

Table 1. 31P isotropic chemical shift assignments, relative populations, and T~ data

for the NAP glass series. ‘Batch composition: e.g., a glass labeled 50-10-40 is batched

(in mole%) as50Naz0~10AIZOJ’40PZOS. b Bond types: e.g., notation Q*(OAl) denotes

that each P has two bridging bonds to other phosphorus nuclei and zero bridging bonds to

aluminum nuclei. c Isotropic chemical shift referenced to a secondary external reference

@JH1)H2POd @ = 0.8 ppm with respect to phosphoric acid, 6 = 0.0 ppm). d Fractional

population, obtained fi-om simulation of the entire MAS NMR sideband manifold. e Onset

of glass transition temperature measured by DSC. f Onset of crystallization measured by

DSC.

Table 2. Relative peak area (RA) and chemical shift values for A1(4), Al(5) and Al(6)

coordinated aluminum as a fhnction of mole percent aluminum.
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